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TREW to exhibit for the first time at ProMat 2019 

Exhibit to highlight solutions for material handling and order fulfillment 

Mason, OH - TREW, a provider of automated material handling solutions for integrators and end-users, 
will showcase their capabilities for the first time April 8-11 at ProMat in booth S-4875 at McCormick 
Place Convention Center in Chicago, Illinois.  TREW is new to the industry only in name, as it is built on 
the foundation of two innovative and well-known companies, Hilmot and Tech King Operations, as well 
as experienced leadership that spans decades in the material handling industry.  The focus at the show 
will be TREW’s solution capability with integrators who utilize TREW software and/or hardware in 
integrated systems, and OEMs who provide solutions for material handling that can be integrated with 
TREW software and hardware.  

TREW will have live equipment in the booth, including a demonstration of robotic palletizing and 
depalletizing made possible as a result of a collaboration with Exact Automation.  The demo features 
two Fanuc robotic arms and end-of-arm tooling for totes provided by Exact, as well as MDR case and 
pallet conveyor with inclining and declining spirals from Hilmot.   

TREW software and controls capabilities will also be featured, with Tech King Operations SmartMoves-
WX® Warehouse Execution Systems (WES), CHAMP™ Warehouse Controls Systems (WCS), PLC- and 
server- based system controls and Hilmot local controls that enable plug and play simplicity for Hilmot 
MDR conveyor. TREW will also be showcasing their order fulfillment capabilities with Tech King 
Operations’ PickPad for mobile picking applications and a Swift autonomous robot from IAM Robotics.   

“ProMat is the perfect place for TREW to launch our brand and debut our capabilities”, shared Mark 
Tefend, Chief Executive Officer of TREW.    “We’re looking forward to meeting with our friends in the 
material handling industry, especially our integrators, to share our plans and discuss ways we can win 
together.” 

Visit booth S-4875 to learn more about TREW or visit www.trewautomation.com to schedule your 
personalized consultation at ProMat.  

About TREW 

TREW provides automated material handling solutions for integrators and end users, including 
Warehouse Execution Systems (WES), Warehouse Control Systems (WCS), PLC- and server-based 
machine controls, motorized driven roller (MDR) conveyor and services such as concepting, engineering, 
technical support, parts, field service and training.   Serving the North American retail, warehouse, 
distribution, manufacturing and ecommerce industries, TREW’s experienced staff and broad network of 
integrator partners enable uncommonly smart solutions scalable to any material handling needs.   


